
TouchBoard Mounting Systems are designed to provide mobility 
and flexibility to your TouchBoard investment. Being both mobile 
and height adjustable there are now endless possibilities across 
your education facility, corporate environment, government 
department or professional stage.
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TouchBoard Mounting Systems

TABLE EASEL

MOBILE 
HEIGHT 

ADJUSTABLE

The new TouchBoard Table Easel system is 
designed to provide complete flexibility in 
any learning/presentation area.  

It allows for use in a vertical position as a 
normal interactive panel or in a horizontal 
position as an interactive table with a 
smaller group of users. The TouchBoard 
Table Easel is sturdy and robust and easy to 
manouver between areas.

The TouchBoard Height Adjustable 
Column Lift system has all of the benefits 
and flexibility of the TouchBoard Table 
Easel without the added tilt function. 
Being mobile it is easily moved between 

areas and being height adjustable it caters 
for differing age groups and needs. Like 
all TouchBoard products, it is designed to 
carry the higher weight of modern LED 
touch panels. 

TouchBoard Mounting Systems provide a comprehensive range of professional mounting 
solutions suitable for all modern LED Touch Screens. Quality in design and manufacture 
with a variety of options, TouchBoard Mounting Systems reduce your IT Investment by 
providing a platform to share devices accross multiple areas.

Designed and developed in Australia, TouchBoard Mounting Systems are heavy duty, 
provide exceptional value for money and is supported by a comprehensive 5 year warranty.

180° 
Tilt screen
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE COLUMN LIFT



TouchBoard Mounting Systems

MOBILE 
FIXED OR 
HEIGHT  

ADJUSTABLE

The TouchBoard Mobile System is 
engineered from high tensile steel and 
rigid aluminium materials and designed 
to support modern LED touch panels 
up to 136kg. Available in fixed height or 
adjustable motorised height to provide 

added flexibility for mixed or shared 
learning spaces. 
A central laptop tray and webcam mount 
are included as standard. Other options 
include a lockable AV Cabinet and 
TouchBoard Soundbar.  

The TouchBoard Wall Mount System has 
strong aluminium extrusions to transfer 
the load bearing aspects to the floor rather 
than the wall making it ideal for mounting 
larger LED touch panels up to 136kg in 
places where existing walls may not be 
structurally adequate. Available in fixed 

height or motorised height adjustable to 
provide added flexibility for mixed or shared 
learning spaces. A central laptop tray and 
webcam mount are included as standard. 
SoundBar options also available.

The Kindy Trolley is designed to enhance 
Early Years learning. A 55”or 65” touch 
panel is mounted securely to the kindy 
trolley low enough for even the youngest 
of users.  

The Kindy Trolley includes a fold down 
laptop shelf and four removable storage 
draws to make play and pack-up easy and 
convenient. A whiteboard is mounted on 
to the back side of the trolley allowing for 
added flexibility.

WALL MOUNT 
FIXED OR 
HEIGHT  

ADJUSTABLE

KINDY  
TROLLEY
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Heavy Duty Mounting Systems

Mobile TV Stands and Workstations 

Full Motion TV Desk and Wall Mounts

STURDY AND ROBUST, DESIGNED TO SAFELY HANDLE THE WEIGHTS 
OF HEAVIER MODERN LED MULTI-TOUCH PANELS 

ELEGANT AND STYLISH, DESIGNED AS A SOLUTION TO CREATE 
MOBILITY FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT NEEDS

MODERN AND INNOVATIVE, DESIGNED WITH FULL FREEDOM OF 
MOVEMENT FOR PERFECT SCREEN PLACEMENT  

LIGHT TV STAND  
40”-60”

TABLE EASEL 

DESK MOUNT 17”-27” 
SINGLE AND DUAL

MEDIUM TV STAND 
50”-70”

MOBILE COLUMN LIFT

LIGHT TV WALL MOUNT 
17”-27”

HEAVY TV STAND  
60”-100”

MOBILE FIXED AND 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

MEDIUM TV WALL 
MOUNT 30”-40”

MEDIUM WORKSTATION 
2 X 42”-52”

WALL MOUNT FIXED AND 
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

HEAVY TV WALL MOUNT 
50”-70”

LARGE WORKSTATION 2 
X 50”-60”

KINDY TROLLEY

CEILING TV MOUNT 
32”-60”


